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Abstract11

The paper presents an algorithmic framework for the automated analysis of benthic12

imagery data collected by an autonomous underwater vehicle for the purpose of population13

assessment of epibenthic organisms, such as scallops. The architecture consists of three14

layers of processing. They are based on computational models of visual attention, graph-cut15

segmentation methods, and template matching, respectively. The visual attention layer16

filters the imagery input, focusing subsequent processing only on regions in the images that17

are likely to contain target objects. The segmentation layer prepares for subsequent template18

matching, which in turn sets the stage for classification of filtered objects into targets and19

distractors. The significance of the proposed approach is in its modular nature and its ability20

to process imagery datasets of low resolution, low brightness, and contrast.21

Introduction22

Background and Scope23

The sea scallop (Placopecten magellanicus) fishery in the US EEZ (Exclusive Economic24

Zone) of the northwest Atlantic Ocean has been, and still is, one of the most valuable25

fisheries in the United States. Historically, the inshore sea scallop fishing grounds in the New26

York Bight, i.e., Montauk Point, New York to Cape May, New Jersey, have provided a27

substantial amount of scallops (Caddy 1975; Serchuk et al. 1979; Hart and Rago 2006; Naidu28

and Robert 2006; Fisheries of the United States 2012). These mid-Atlantic Bight “open29

access” grounds are especially important, not only for vessels fishing in the day boat30

category, which are usually smaller vessels with limited range opportunities, but also all the31

vessels that want to fish in near-shore “open access” areas to save fuel. These areas offer32

high fish densities, but are at times rapidly depleted due to overfishing (Rosenberg 2003).33
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Dredge-based surveys have been extensively used for Scallop population density34

assessment (National Marine Fisheries Service Northeast Fisheries Science Center (NEFSC)35

2010). This involves dredging a part of the ocean floor, and manually counting the animals36

of interest found in the collected material. Besides being very invasive and disturbing to the37

creatures’ habitat (Jenkins et al. 2001), these methods have severe accuracy limitations and38

can only generalize population numbers up to a certain extent. The goal of this paper is to39

demonstrate (a) the efficacy of non-invasive techniques of monitoring and assessing such40

populations through the use of an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (auv) (Trembanis et al.41

2011), and (b) the potential for automated methods of detection and enumeration of scallops.42

To accomplish this goal, we developed a scallop counting system that collects seafloor43

imagery data using an auv and then analyzes it using a novel combination of machine vision44

methods. Our analysis workflow uses visual attention to mark possible scallop regions, and45

then implements segmentation and classification methodologies. The following sections will46

describe the constituent components in the context of literature.47

Robotic Marine Surveys48

Optical based surveys of benthic habitats, either from towed camera sleds or underwater49

robots, have introduced a huge leap forward in terms of data density for habitat studies.50

However, the abundance in seabed images is both a tremendous boon and also a challenge51

for researchers and managers with limited staff and time, struggling to process and analyze52

several hundreds of thousands to millions of images. So far, the development of new image53

acquisition strategies and platforms have far outstripped the development of image54

processing techniques. This mismatch provides the motivation behind our effort to automate55

the detection of images containing scallops.56

One of the earliest video based surveys of scallops (Rosenkranz et al. 2008) notes that57
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it took from 4 to 10 hours of tedious manual analysis in order to review and process one hour58

of collected seabed imagery. The report goes on to suggest that an automated computer59

technique for processing of the benthic images would be a great leap forward but at that60

time—and to the present—no such system has been available. There is anecdotal evidence of61

in-house development efforts by the HabCam group (Gallager et al. 2005) towards an62

automated system but as yet no such system has emerged to the community of researchers63

and managers. A recent manual count of our auv-based imagery dataset indicated that it64

took an hour to process 2080 images, whereas expanding the analysis to include all benthic65

macro-organisms reduced the rate down to 600 images/hr (Walker 2013). Another manual66

counting effort (Oremland et al. 2008) reports a processing time of 1 to 10 hours per person67

to process each image tow transect (exact image number per tow not listed). The same68

report indicates that the processing time was reduced considerably to 1–2 hours per tow by69

counting only every one-hundredth image, i.e. subsampling 1 % of the images.70

Selective Processing71

Visual attention is a neuro-physiologically inspired machine learning method (Koch and72

Ullman 1985). It attempts to mimic the human brain function in its ability to rapidly single73

out objects in imagery data that are different from their surroundings. It is based on the74

hypothesis that the human visual system first isolates points of interest from an image, and75

then sequentially processes these points based on the degree of interest associated with each76

point. The degree of interest associated with a pixel is called salience. Points with high77

salience values are processed first. The method therefore can be used to pinpoint regions in78

an image where the value of some pixel attributes may be an indicator to its uniqueness79

relative to the rest of the image.80

According to the visual attention hypothesis (Koch and Ullman 1985), in the human81
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visual system the input video feed is split into several feature streams. Locations in these82

feature streams which are very different from their neighborhoods correspond to peaks in the83

center-surround feature maps (explained later in detail). The different center-surround84

feature maps can be combined to obtain a saliency map. Peaks in the saliency maps,85

otherwise known as fixations, are points of interest, processed sequentially in descending86

order of their salience values.87

Itti et al. (1998) proposed a computational model for visual attention. According to88

this model, an image is first processed along three feature streams (color, intensity, and89

orientation). The color stream is further divided into two sub-streams (red-green and90

blue-yellow) and the orientation stream into four sub-streams (θ ∈ {0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦}). The91

image information in each sub-stream is further processes in 9 different scales. In each scale,92

the image is scaled down using a factor 1
2k

(where k = 0, . . . , 8), resulting in some loss of93

information as scale increases. The resulting image data for each scale factor constitutes the94

spatial scale for the particular sub-stream.95

The sub-stream feature maps are compared across different scales to expose differences96

in them. Though the spatial scales in each sub-stream feature map originated from the same97

map, the scaling factors change the information contained in each map. When these spatial98

scales are resized to a common scale through interpolation and compared to get99

center-surround feature maps, the mismatches between the scales get highlighted. For the100

intensity stream, the center-surround feature map is given by101

I(c, s) = |I(c)	 I(s)| , (1)

where 	 is the center-surround operator that takes pixel-wise differences between resized102

sub-streams to exposes those mismatches, c and s are indices for two different spatial scales103

with c ∈ {2, 3, 4}, s = c+ δ, for δ ∈ {3, 4}. Similarly center-surround feature maps are104
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computed for each sub-stream in color and orientation streams.105

The seven sub-streams (two in color, one in intensity and four in orientation), yield 42106

center-surround feature maps. The center-surround feature maps in each original stream107

(color, intensity, and orientation) are then combined into three conspicuity maps : one for108

color C̄, one for intensity Ī, and one for orientation Ō. For instance, the intensity109

conspicuity map is computed as below.110

Ī =
4⊕
c=2

c=4⊕
s=c+3

wcsN (I(c, s)) (2)

where the ⊕ cross-scale operator works in a fashion similar to 	, but the difference being111

that data in the resized maps from different scales is pixel-wise added. The map112

normalization operator N (·) in (2) scales a map by the scaling factor (M − m̄)2, where M is113

the global maximum over the map and m̄ is the mean over all local maxima present in the114

map. Finally, the 3 conspicuity maps are combined to get a saliency map115

S = wĪ N (Ī) + wC̄ N (C̄) + wŌN (Ō) , (3)

where wk̄ is a user-selected stream weight. In Bottom-Up Visual Attention (buva) all streams116

are weighted equally, so wĪ = wC̄ = wŌ = 1. On this saliency map, a winner-takes-all neural117

network is typically used (Itti et al. 1998; Walther and Koch 2006) to compute the maxima118

(without loss of generality, any other methods to compute maxima can be used). Visual119

attention methods call these local maxima as fixations, which lead to shifts in the focus of120

attention to these points. Visual attention explains focus of attention as sub-sampled regions121

in the image which the brain processes preferentially at some instant of time.122

The weights in (2) and (3) can be selected judiciously to bias fixations toward specific123

targets of interest. The resulting variant of this method is known as Top-Down Visual124
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Attention (tdva) (Navalpakkam and Itti 2006). One method to select these weights is125

(Navalpakkam and Itti 2006):126

wj =
w′j

1
Nm

∑Nm

j=1w
′
j

, (4a)

where Nm is the number of feature (or conspicuity) maps, and127

w′j =

∑N
i=1N

−1
iT

∑NiT

k=1 PijTk∑N
i=1N

−1
iD

∑NiD

k=1 PijDk

, (4b)

where N is the number of images in the learning set, NrT and NrD are the number of targets128

(scallops) and distractors (similar objects) in the r-th learning image, PuvTz is the mean129

salience value of the region around the v-th map containing the z-th target (T ) in the u-th130

image. PuvDz is similarly defined for distractors (D).131

Vision-based Detection of Marine Creatures132

There have been attempts to count marine species using stationary underwater133

cameras (Edgington et al. 2006; Spampinato et al. 2008). In this general framework, salmon134

are counted through background subtraction and shape detection (Williams et al. 2006).135

However, counting sedentary and sea-floor inhabiting animals like scallops does not come136

under the purview of these methods, since background subtraction is inherently challenging.137

In some setups, like those used for zooplankton assessment (Stelzer 2009; McGavigan 2012)138

very specialized imaging and sampling apparatus is required, which cannot be easily retasked139

for other applications. auvs with mounted cameras have been used for identification of140

creatures like clam and algae (Forrest et al. 2012). In such cases, very simple processing141

techniques like thresholding and color filtering are used. These techniques have little chance142

of success with scallops, as scallops do not exhibit any unique color or texture.143

One way to approach the problem of detecting marine animals from seabed images is144
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by detecting points of interest in an image, which are most likely to contain objects that145

differ significantly from their background. Singling out these regions of interest does not146

automatically produce positive counts, because a wealth of other features can trigger false147

positives. Additional processing of the region around the candidate points is needed to148

identify targets of interest. However, the detection method can be biased toward the features149

of the target, and thus reduce the number of false positives.150

Technically, points of interest are locations in the datastream where there is a sudden151

change in the underlying distribution from which the data is generated. Some mathematical152

approaches to determining this change in distribution can be found in (Basseville and153

Nikiforov 1993; Poor and Hadjiliadis 2009). However most of these methods require some154

prior knowledge about the underlying distribution. Modeling the background distribution155

from image data can be problematic without several simplifying technical assumptions,156

sometimes of debatable validity in the specific application context.157

Scallops, especially when viewed in low resolution, do not provide features that would158

clearly distinguish them from their natural environment. This presents a major challenge in159

automating the identification process based on visual data. To compound this problem,160

visual data collected from the species’ natural habitat contain a significant amount of speckle161

noise. Some scallops are also partially or almost completely covered by sediment, obscuring162

the scallop shell features. A highly robust detection mechanism is required to overcome these163

impediments.164

The existing approaches to automated scallop counting in artificial environments165

(Enomoto et al. 2009, 2010) employ a detection mechanism based on intricate distinguishing166

features like fluted patterns in scallop shells and exposed shell rim of scallops respectively.167

Imaging these intricate scallop shell features might be possible in artificial scallop beds with168

stationary cameras and minimal sensor noise, but this level of detail is difficult to obtain169

from images of scallops in their natural environment. A major factor that contributes to this170
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loss in detail is the poor image resolution obtained when the image of the target is captured171

several meters away from it. Overcoming this problem by operating an underwater vehicle172

too close to the ocean floor will adversely impact the image footprint (i.e. area covered by an173

image) and also the drivability of the vehicle due to relief structures on the ocean floor.174

The existing work on scallop detection (Dawkins 2011; Einar Óli Guòmundsson 2012)175

in their natural environment is limited to small datasets. From these studies alone, it is not176

clear if such methods can be used effectively in cases of large data sets comprising several177

thousand seabed images, collected from auv missions as the test sets used here are often less178

than 100 images. An interesting example of machine-learning methods applied to the179

problem of scallop detection (Fearn et al. 2007) utilizes the concept of buva. The approach is180

promising but it does not use any ground truth for validation. As with several machine181

learning and image processing algorithms, porting the method from the original application182

set-up to another may not necessarily yield the anticipated results, and the process has to be183

tested and assessed.184

Contributions185

The paper describes a combination of robotic-imaging marine survey methods, with186

automated image processing and detection algorithms. The automated scallop detection187

algorithm workflow involves 3 processing layers based on customized tdva pre-processing,188

robust image segmentation and object recognition methods respectively. The paper does not189

claim major innovations in the computational approach’s constituent technologies; however,190

some degree of customization, fine-tuning and local improvement is introduced. The value of191

the proposed approach is primarily in the field application front, providing a novel192

engineering solution to a real-world problem with economic and societal significance, that193

goes beyond the particular domain of scallop population assessment and can possibly extend194
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to other problems of environmental monitoring, or even defense (e.g. mine detection). Given195

the general unavailability of similar automation tools, the proposed one can have potential196

impact in the area of underwater automation. The multi-layered approach not only197

introduces several innovations at the implementation level, but also provides a specialized198

package for benthic habitat assessment. At a processing level it provides the flexibility to199

re-task individual data processing layers for different detection applications. When viewed as200

a complete package, the proposed approach offers an efficient alternative to benthic habitat201

specialists for processing large image datasets.202

Materials and Procedure203

The 2011 rsa project (Titled: “A Demonstration Sea Scallop Survey of the Federal Inshore204

the New York Bight using a Camera Mounted Autonomous Underwater Vehicle.”) was a205

proof-of-concept project that successfully used a digital, rapid-fire camera integrated to a206

Gavia auv, to collect a continuous record of photographs for mosaicking, and subsequent207

scallop enumeration. In July 2011, transects were completed in the northwestern waters of208

the mid-Atlantic Bight at depths of 25-50 m. The auv continuously photographed the209

seafloor along each transect at a constant altitude of 2 m above the seafloor. Parallel sets of210

transects were spaced as close as 4 m, offering unprecedented two-dimensional spatial211

resolution of sea scallops. Georeferenced images were manually analyzed for the presence of212

sea scallops using position data logged (using Doppler Velocity Log (dvl) and Inertial213

Navigation System (ins)) with each image.214

Field Survey Process215

In the 2011 demonstration survey, the federal inshore scallop grounds from Shinnecock, New216

York to Ocean View, Delaware, was divided into eight blocks or strata (as shown in217
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Figure 1: Map of the survey region from Shinnecock, New York to Cape May, New Jersey,
divided into eight blocks or strata

Figure 1). The f/v Christian and Alexa served as the surface support platform from218

which a Gavia auv (see Figure 2) was deployed and recovered. The auv conducted219

photographic surveys of the seabed for a continuous duration of approximately 3 hours220

during each dive, repeated 3–4 times in each stratum, with each stratum involving roughly221

10 hours of imaging and an area of about 45 000 m2. The auv collected altitude (height above222

the seabed) and attitude (heading, pitch, roll) data, allowing the georectification of each223

image into scaled images for size and counting measurements. During the 2011 pilot study224

survey season, over 250 000 images of the seabed were collected. These images were analyzed225

in the University of Delaware’s laboratory for estimates of abundance and size distribution.226

The f/v Christian and Alexa provided surface support, and made tows along the auv227

transect to ground-truth the presence of scallops and provide calibration for the size228

distribution. Abundance and sizing estimates were conducted via a heads-up manual229

method, with each image including embedded metadata allowing it to be incorporated into230

to existing benthic image classification systems (HabCam mip (Dawkins et al. 2013)).231
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During this proof of concept study, in each stratum the f/v Christian and Alexa232

made one 15-minute dredge tow along the auv transect to ground-truth the presence of233

scallops and other fauna, and provide calibration for the size distribution. The vessel was234

maintained on the dredge track by using Differential dGlobal Positioning System (gps). The235

tows were made with the starboard 15 ft (4.572 m) wide New Bedford style commercial236

dredge at the commercial dredge speed of 4.5–5.0 knots. The dredge was equipped with 4237

inch (10.16 m) interlocking rings, an 11 inch (27.94 cm) twine mesh top, and turtle chains.238

After dredging, the catch was sorted, identified, and weighed. Length-frequency data were239

obtained for the caught scallops. This information was recorded onto data logs and then240

entered into a laptop computer database aboard ship for comparison to the camera image241

estimates.242

The mobile platform of the auv provided a more expansive and continuous coverage of243

the seabed compared to traditional fixed drop camera systems or towed camera systems. In244

a given day, the auv surveys covered about 60 000 m2 of seabed from an altitude of 2 m above245

the bed, simultaneously producing broad sonar swath coverage and measuring the salinity,246

temperature, dissolved oxygen, and chlorophyll-a in the water.247

Sensors and Hardware248

The University of Delaware auv (Figure 2) was used to collect continuous images of the249

benthos, and simultaneously map the texture and topography of the seabed. Sensor systems250

associated with this vehicle include: (1) a 500 kHz GeoAcoustics GeoSwath Plus phase251

measuring bathymetric sonar; (2) a 900/1800 kHz Marine Sonic dual-frequency252

high-resolution side-scan sonar; (3) a Teledyne Rd Instruments 1200 kHz acoustic doppler253

velocity log (DVL)/Acoustic doppler current profiler (ADCP); (4) a Kearfott T-24 inertial254

navigation system; (5) an Ecopuck flntu combination fluorometer / turbidity sensor; (6) a255
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Schematics and image of Gavia auv

Point Grey Scorpion model 20SO digital camera and LED strobe array; (7) an Aanderaa256

Optode dissolved oxygen sensor; (8) a temperature and density sensor; and, (9) an altimeter.257

Each sensor separately records time and spatially stamped data with frequency and spacing.258

The auv is capable of very precise dynamic positioning, adjusting to the variable topography259

of the seabed while maintaining a constant commanded altitude offset.260

Data Collection261

The data was collected over two separate five-day cruises in July 2011. In total, 27 missions262

were run using the auv to photograph the seafloor (For list of missions see Table 1). Mission263

lengths were constrained by the 2.5 to 3.5 hour battery life of the auv. During each mission,264
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the auv was instructed to follow a constant height of 2 m above the seafloor. In addition to265

the 250 000 images that were collected, the auv also gathered data about water temperature,266

salinity, dissolved oxygen, geoswath bathymetry, and side-scan sonar of the seafloor.267

The camera on the auv, a Point Grey Scorpion model 20SO (for camera specifications268

see Table 2), was mounted inside the nose module of the vehicle. It was focused at 2 m, and269

captured images at a resolution of 800× 600. The camera lens had a horizontal viewing270

angle of 44.65 degrees. Given the viewing angle and distance from the seafloor, the image271

footprint can be calculated as 1.86× 1.40 m2. Each image was saved in jpeg format, with272

metadata that included position information (including latitude, longitude, depth, altitude,273

pitch, heading and roll) and the near-seafloor environmental conditions analyzed in this274

study. This information is stored in the header file, making the images readily comparable275

and able to be incorporated into existing rsa image databases, such as the HabCam276

database. A manual count of the number of scallops in each image was performed and used277

to obtain overall scallop abundance assessment. Scallops counted were articulated shells in278

life position (left valve up) (Walker 2013).279

Layer I: Top-Down Visual Attention280

Counting the scallops manually through observation and tagging of the auv-based imagery281

dataset, is a tedious process that typically proceeds at a rate of 600 images/hr (Walker 2013).282

The outcome usually includes an error in the order of 5 to 10 percent. An automated system283

that would just match this performance would still be preferable to the arduous manual284

process.285

Classification methods generally depend on some characteristic features of objects of286

interest. The selection of features on scallops is an issue that can be open to debate, and287

different suggestions can be given depending on context. Our dataset, (see Figure 3 for a288
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Table 1: List of missions and number of images collected

Mission Number of images

LI11 12 775
LI2 2 387
LI3 8 065
LI4 9 992
LI5 8 338
LI6 11 329
LI7 10 163
LI8 9 780
LI9 2 686
NYB12 9 141
NYB2 9 523
NYB3 9 544
NYB4 9 074
NYB5 9 425

Mission Number of images

NYB6 9 281
NYB7 12 068
NYB8 9 527
NYB9 10 950
NYB10 9 170
NYB11 10 391
NYB12 7 345
NYB13 6 285
NYB14 9 437
NYB15 11 097
ET13 9 255
ET2 12 035
ET3 10 474

1 LI–Long Island
2 NYB–New York Bight
3 ET–Elephant Trunk

Table 2: Camera specifications

Attribute Specs

Name Point Grey Scorpion
20SO Low Light Research
Camera

Image Sensor 8.923 mm Sony ccd
Horizontal Viewing Angle 44.65 degrees (underwa-

ter)
Mass 125 g
Frame rate 3.75 fps
Memory Computer housed in auv

nose cone
Image Resolution 800 × 600
Georeferenced metadata Latitude, longitude, alti-

tude, depth
Image Format jpeg
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Figure 3: Seabed image with scallops shown in circles

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: (a) Scallop with yellowish tinge and dark crescent; (b) Scallop with yellowish tinge
and bright shell rim crescent; (c) Scallop with no prominent crescents and texturally identical
to the background

representative sample) does not offer any unequivocal feature choices, but there were some289

identifiable recurring visual patterns.290

One example is a dark crescent on the upper perimeter of the scallop shell, which is the291

shadow cast by the upper open scallop shell produced from the auv strobe light (see292

Figure 4(a)). Another pattern that could serve as a scallop feature in this dataset is a293

frequently occurring bright crescent on the periphery of the scallop, generally being the294

visible inside of the right (bottom) valve when the scallop shell is partly open (see295

Figure 4(b)). A third pattern is a yellowish tinge associated with the composition of the296

scallop image (see Figure 4(b)).297
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Figure 5: Illustration of saliency map computation

Learning298

A tdva algorithm was customized to sift automatically through the large volume of imagery299

data, and focus on regions of interest that are more likely to contain scallops. First,300

bottom-up saliency computation is performed on 243 annotated images, collectively301

containing 300 scallops (see Figure 5). Figure 5 illustrates the process of computing the302

color, intensity, and orientation conspicuity maps from the original image. These conspicuity303

maps are subsequently combined to yield the saliency map. The intermediate step of304

computing the center-surround feature maps has been omitted from the figure for the sake of305

clarity. In each saliency map, fixations are identified through a process of extremum seeking306

that identifies the highest saliency values. In Figure 6, the yellow outline around the307

annotated peaks is the proto-object (Walther and Koch 2006). From empirical observation,308

these proto-objects rarely contain scallops; they are usually regions texturally identical to309

the fixation point. The fixation points often occur near the scallop boundary, but outside the310
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Figure 6: Illustration of fixations. The red lines indicate the order in which the fixations were
detected with the lower-left fixation being the first. The yellow outline is the proto-object
around the fixation.

scallop. This can be justified by the fact that typically in our images the center of the311

scallop is texturally identical to the background. Throughout this learning phase, the312

fixation window used is a rectangular window of size 100× 100 pixels (approximately313

23× 23 cm2 of seafloor) centered around fixation points. If the center of a scallop lies within314

this window, the corresponding fixation is labeled a target, and a distractor otherwise.315

The target and distractor regions were determined in all the feature and conspicuity316

maps for each one of these processed images in the learning set. This is done by adaptively317

thresholding and locally segmenting the points around the fixations with similar salience318

values in each map. Then the mean of the salience values of these target and distractor319

regions from the feature maps and conspicuity maps is used to compute the top-down320

weights for feature maps and conspicuity maps, respectively, using (4).321

The resulting top-down conspicuity map weights are wĪ = 1.1644, wC̄ = 1.4354 and322

wŌ = 0.4001. The small value of the orientation weight is understandable, because scallops323

are for the most part symmetric and circular (This may not be true for high resolution324

photographs of scallop shells where the auricles and hinge would be much more prominent,325

but true for the low resolution dataset obtained from our survey.) The set of feature map326
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Table 3: Top-down weights for feature maps

Center Surround Feature Scales

1 2 3 4 5 6

Color red-green 0.8191 0.8031 0.9184 0.8213 0.8696 0.7076
blue-yellow 1.1312 1.1369 1.3266 1.2030 1.2833 0.9799

Intensity intensity 0.7485 0.8009 0.9063 1.0765 1.3111 1.1567

Orientation 0◦ 0.7408 0.2448 0.2410 0.2788 0.3767 2.6826
45◦ 0.7379 0.4046 0.4767 0.3910 0.7125 2.2325
90◦ 0.6184 0.5957 0.5406 1.2027 2.0312 2.1879
135◦ 0.8041 0.6036 0.7420 1.5624 1.1956 2.3958

weights for each center-surround scale wcs for every feature is listed in Table 3.327

Testing and Implementation328

During the testing phase, saliency maps are computed for images in the two datasets shown329

in Table 4. The saliency map computation involves using the top-down conspicuity weights330

given above and the feature map weights of Table 3 in (3) and (2).331

Dynamic thresholds are employed to compute fixations from the saliency maps in this332

version of tdva. This mechanism controls the convergence time required for the333

winner-takes-all neural network, implemented for detecting fixations, i.e. peaks in the334

saliency map. It is highly unlikely that a fixation that contains an object of interest requires335

a convergence time of more than 10 000 iterations. In principle, even specks of noise can336

produce fixations if this neural network is allowed to evolve indefinitely. Dynamic threshold337

ensures that if convergence to some fixation takes more than this number of iterations, then338

the search is terminated and no more fixations are sought in the image.339

At most ten fixations in each image are recorded in the decreasing order of their340

salience values. Ten fixations is deemed sufficient, given that there is an average of roughly341
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Figure 7: Percentage of scallops enclosed in the fixation window as a function of window half
length (in pixels)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 8: (a) Fixation window from layer I; (b) Edge segmented image; (c) graph-cut
segmented image; (d) Region boundaries obtained when the edge segmented image is used as
a mask over the graph-cut segmented image boundaries; (e) circle fitted on the extracted
region boundaries.

two scallops per image, and very few images contain more than ten scallops (5 images342

contained more than 10 scallops; that was 0.002% of the total images). The fixation window343

size in testing phase is enlarged to 270× 270 pixels (approximately 63× 63 cm2)—half344

window length of 135 pixels, because in testing phase the fixation window should be large345

enough to enclose the complete scallop and not just the scallop center, as required before in346

the learning phase. The chosen window size can enclose more than 91% of the scallops in the347

images, which have radii that vary between 20 and 70 pixels in our dataset (see Figure 7).348
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Layer II: Segmentation and Detection Criteria349

Layer II comprises image segmentation algorithms that operate on the fixation windows350

obtained as a result of Layer I processing. This layer consists of three separate sub-layers:351

edge based segmentation (involves basic morphological operations like smoothing, adaptive352

thresholding and edge detection), graph-cut segmentation, and shape extraction. The353

segmentation process flow for a sample fixation window featuring a scallop is illustrated in354

Figure 8. Edge based segmentation on the fixation window of Figure 8(a) yields the edge355

segmented image of Figure 8(b). Figure 8 shows the effect of edge based segmentation and356

graph-cut segmentation on a fixation window, and also shows the shape fitting applied to the357

boundary contours obtained by combining edge based segmentation and graph-cut358

segmentation results.359

The graph-cut segmentation sublayer extracts ten regions in each fixation window,360

transforming the window of Figure 8(a) to the segmented image shown in Figure 8(c). In361

this approach, the image segmentation problem is reduced into a graph partition problem362

(Shi and Malik 2000). The graph G = (V,E), with node set V and edge set E, consists of363

nodes associated with image pixels and edges being links between these nodes. Each edge364

(u, v) ∈ E is assigned a weight w(u, v), to form the weighted graph G. The weights on edges365

are assigned based on image features, and are computed as follows.366

w(u, v) =


exp

(
−‖F (u)−F (v)‖22

σI
− ‖X(u)−X(v)‖22

σX

)
, if ‖X(u)−X(v)‖2 < r.

0 , otherwise

where X(u) is the spatial coordinates of node u, F (u) is the feature value vector (e.g.367

intensity, color, texture) at node u, r is a small positive threshold constant, and σI , σX are368

positive constants, selected typically within 10–20% of the range of feature values and spatial369

distances, respectively. Function ‖ · ‖2 is the Euclidean norm.370
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The graph’s nodes are partitioned into background nodes A, and foreground nodes B.

This partitioning is obtained by solving an optimization problem that minimizes a

normalized graph-cut function shown in (5). In other words, the partitioning works through

the selection of (minimal) weights w on edges that link nodes background and foreground

partitions. The methodology followed here is discussed in detail in Shi and Malik (2000).

Ncut(A,B) =

∑
u∈A,v∈B w(u, v)∑
p∈A,q∈V w(p, q)

+

∑
u∈A,v∈B w(u, v)∑
p∈B,q∈V w(p, q)

. (5)

The partitioning process can be applied to cases where k partition blocks, A1, . . . , Ak, are

required, by extending (6) to the objective function

Ncutk(A,B) =

∑
u∈A1,v∈V−A1

w(u, v)∑
p∈A1,q∈V w(p, q)

+ · · ·+
∑

u∈Ak,v∈V−Ak
w(u, v)∑

p∈Ak,q∈V w(p, q)
. (6)

The shape extraction sublayer involves the fitting of a circle to a connected contour produced371

by the graph-cut segmentation sublayer (Figure 8(e)). The choice of the shape to be fitted is372

suggested by the geometry of the scallop’s shell. Finding the circle that fits best to a given373

set of points can be formulated as an optimization problem (Taubin 1991; Chernov 2010).374

Given a set of n points with coordinates (xi, yi) with i = 1, 2, . . . , n, an objective function to375

be minimized can be defined with respect to three design parameters, (a, b) and R—the376

center coordinates and the radius of the circle to be fitted—in the form377

F1(a, b, R) =
n∑
i=1

[
(xi − a)2 + (yi − b)2 −R2

]2
. (7)

With this being the basic idea, it is shown (Taubin 1991) that a variation of (7) in the form

F2(A,B,C,D) =

∑n
i=1(Azi +Bxi + Cyi +D)2

n−1
∑n

i=1(4A2zi + 4ABxi + 4ACyi +B2 + C2)
(8)
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with the following re-parameterization

a = − B

2A
, b = − C

2A
, R =

√
B2 + C2 − 4AD

4A2
, zi = x2

i + y2
i ,

yields the same solution for (a, b, R).378

Once the circle is fit on the contour, the quality of the fit and its acceptance with the379

manually annotated scallop measurements is quantified. For this quantification, two380

measures that capture the error in center ec and error percent in radius er of the fitted circle381

to that of the manually annotated scallop are defined in (9).382

ec =
√

(ag − as)2 + (bg − bs)2 ≤ 12 (pixels) (9a)

383

er =
|Rg −Rs|

Rg

≤ 0.3 . (9b)

where the annotated scallop is represented by the triple (ag, bg, Rg)– coordinates of the384

center (ag and bg) and the radius Rg. Similarly (as, bs, Rs) refers to the fitted circle. All385

measurements here are in pixels.386

If both the errors are within specified thresholds, the scallop is considered to be387

successfully detected. The specific thresholds shown in (9) were set empirically, taking into388

account that the radius measurements in manual counts in (Walker 2013) (used as ground389

truth here) have a measurement error of 5–10 %.390

Layer III: Classification391

Layer III classifies the fitted circles from Layer II into scallops and non-scallops. This binary392

classification problem depends on identifying some specific markers that are unique to393

scallops. One such characteristic that was empirically identified from the images of scallops394

is the presence of two visible crescents, a bright crescent toward the lower periphery and a395
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dark crescent toward the upper periphery. It is observed that these crescents appear on396

diametrically opposite sides. Though these are not part of the organism itself, but rather an397

artifact of the sensing system, they still provide specific information that can be exploited by398

the classification algorithm.399

The sensing mechanism in the experimental setup contains a camera at the nose of the400

auv, and a strobe light close to its tail (mounted to the hull of the control module at an401

oblique angle to the camera). Objects that rise above the seafloor exhibit a bright region402

closest to the strobe light and a dark shadow farthest away from the strobe light. These light403

artifacts combined with characteristic shape of scallop shell produce the visible crescents404

which were used to identify scallops.405

Though crescents appear in images of most scallops, their prominence and relative406

position with respect to the scallop varies considerably. Our hypothesis with regards to the407

origin of these light artifacts suggests that their properties are a function of the center pixel408

location on the image. If our hypothesis is true, the approximate profile of a scallop located409

at any point in the image can be pre-computed. These pre-computed profiles can then be410

compared with the objects obtained from the segmentation layer (Layer II). The shape, size,411

and orientation of these crescents can thus be indicative of the presence of a scallop at these412

locations, and such an indication can be quantified numerically using template matching413

methods.414

Scallop Profile Hypothesis415

To validate the hypothesis that the image profile of a scallop (shape and orientation of416

crescents) is dependent on its spatial location in the image, a statistical analysis was417

performed on a dataset of 3706 manually labeled scallops (each scallop is represented as418

(a, b, R) where a, b are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the scallop center, and R is419

its radius). For this analysis, square windows of length 2.8×R centered on (a, b) were used420
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to crop out regions from the images containing scallops. Using a slightly larger window size421

(size greater than 2×R, the size of the scallop) includes the neighborhood pixels just outside422

the scallop pixels into the crop window (this was done to include the scallop crescent pixels423

which often appeared outside the scallop circle). The cropped scallop regions were then424

reduced to grayscale images and enhanced through contrast stretching, followed by binning425

the scallop pixels based on their spatial location. The slightly larger diameter (2.8×R426

instead of 2×R) also improves the performance of local contrast stretching which in turn427

strengthens the scallop boundaries. Since cropped scallops images can be of different sizes,428

they are normalized by resizing each of them to an 11× 11 dimension. To demonstrate the429

dependence of the scallop profile on the pixel coordinates of its center point, the 600× 800430

image area(original image size of the dataset) is discretized into 48 bins (8 in horizontal431

direction, 6 in vertical direction, bin size 100× 100). The scallops with centers that fall in432

each of these bins are segregated. Technically, each of the resulting 11× 11 pixel images of433

scallops can be represented as a 121 dimensional vector. The mean and standard deviation434

maps of the scallop points in each bin are shown in Figure 9. The mean maps in Figure 9(a),435

illustrate the dependence of the scallop crescents on its position in the image. Additionally,436

the standard deviation maps in Figure 9(b) show that the darker crescent towards the top of437

the scallop is more consistent as a marker than the bright crescent, due to the relatively438

lower standard deviation of the former.439

Scallop Profile Learning440

The visual scallop signatures as a function of its spatial location on the image plane can be441

captured in form of a look-up table to streamline the classification process. The lookup table442

is constructed using the same dataset of 3 706 manually labeled scallops, that was used for443

the scallop profile hypothesis validation. For each pixel location in the 600× 800 image, a444

mean and a standard deviation map (similar to the ones in Figure 9) is computed from445
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: (a) Mean map of scallops in each quadrant (b) Standard deviation map of scallops
in each quadrant. Red corresponds to higher numeric values and blue correspond to lower
numeric values.

scallops with centers lying within a 40× 40 window centered on the pixel. After446

normalization (as done in scallop profile hypothesis verification procedure), the mean map447

results in a 121 dimensional feature vector (11× 11) corresponding to each point in the the448

600× 800 image. Similar processing is then done for standard deviation maps. Both mean449

and standard deviation maps are stored onto the lookup table.450

Although the feature vectors of Figure 9(a) may appear visually informative, not all451

121 features are useful. This is because the maps for the mean were created using a radius452

around each pixel that is larger than the scallop radius. The implication of this is that the453

pixels close to the boundary of the 11× 11 window containing the mean and standard454

deviation maps correspond to points that express background and thus do not contain455

relevant information. Thus a circular mask is applied to the maps, where the mask is456

centered on the 11× 11 map and is of radius 4 pixels (equal to the average scallop radius).457

Figure 10 shows an instance of the data stored in the lookup table for a specific point with458

pixel coordinates (row, column) = (470, 63) along with the circular mask. Application of this459

mask effectively reduces the number of features to 61. Considering that the standard460
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 10: (a) Mean map of scallop; (b) Standard deviation map of scallop at point
(row,column)=(470,63); (c) Mask applied to remove background points.

deviation of a feature is inversely proportional to its relative strength or importance, an461

additional 25% of the remaining features (15 features) having the highest standard deviation462

is ignored. These ignored features typically point to outliers and hinder subsequent template463

matching. With this, the number of features used to describe an identified object drops to 46.464

Scallop Template Matching465

Each object passed down from the segmentation layer (Layer II) is first cropped, and basic466

image processing steps as discussed in the scallop profile extraction process (in Layer III) are467

applied to obtain an 11× 11 cropped object image. To be consistent with the scallop profile468

learning procedure, a crop window size of 2.8×R is used for cropping objects. The resulting469

46-dimensional object feature vector is used for comparison with the reference scallop feature470

vector for template matching.471

The 46-dimensional object point is normalized and then a comparison metric is472

computed. This comparison metric is a weighted distance function between the object point473

and the reference scallop profile at that point. If this distance metric is greater than a474

certain threshold, the object is not counted as a scallop, otherwise it is considered a scallop.475

Technically, if Xo = (Xo
1 , X

o
2 , . . . , X

o
46) denotes the object point and Xs = (Xs

1 , . . . , X
s
46) the476

corresponding reference scallop profile, then the component at location p in the normalized477
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Figure 11: Nine different masks slightly offset from the center used to make the classification
layer robust to errors in segmentation

object feature vector X ō is given by478

X ō
p = min

k
Xs
k +

max
k
Xs
k −min

k
Xs
k

max
k
Xo
k −min

k
Xo
k

[Xo
p −min

k
Xo
k

]
.

Then the distance metric Dt quantifying the dissimilarity between the normalized object479

vector X ō and reference scallop vector Xs is given by480

Dt =

√√√√ n∑
k=1

‖X ō
k −Xs

k‖2

σk
,

where σk refers to the standard deviation of feature k in the reference scallop profile481

obtained from the look-up table.482

To enhance the robustness of the classification layer to small errors in segmentation,483

nine different masks are used, each centered slightly off the center of the template area. (see484

Figure 11). This results in nine different feature points, and therefore nine values for the485

distance metric Dt: say Do1
t . . .Do9

t . The distance metric Dobj then used for decision is the486

smallest of the nine: Dobj = minp∈{1,...,9}D
op
t . If Dobj is found to be less than a constant487
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Figure 12: (a) Precision-Recall curve with Dthresh shown as a vertical line; (b) Histogram of
template match of segmented scallop objects.

value Dthresh, the corresponding object is classified as a scallop.488

The classification layer used a template match threshold value Dthresh = 7, justified by489

Figures 12(a)–12(b). The precision-recall curve (Recall refers to the fraction of relevant490

instances identified: fraction of scallops detected over all ground truth scallops; precision is491

the fraction of the instances returned that are really relevant compared to all instances492

returned: fraction of true scallops over all objects identified as scallops) in Figure 12(a)493

suggests that the chosen threshold value achieves a recall rate of 97%; for that high detection494

rate, however, the price to pay is a high chance of false positives as indicated by the low495

value read off the tail of the precision curve. In the histogram of Figure 12(b), it is seen that496

for the selected threshold value, the vast majority of scallop objects segmented are actually497

going to be passed through the classification layer after matching.498

Assessment499

This multi-layered detection approach was tested on two separate datasets containing 1 299,500

and 8 049 images respectively. The results are shown in Table 4. As ground truth, only501
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Table 4: Results of multi-layer scallop classification

Dataset 1 Dataset 2

Number of images 1,299 8,049
Ground Truth Scallops 363 3,698
Valid Ground Truth Scallops 250 2,781
After Visual Attention Layer 231 (92.4%) 2,397 (86.2%)
After Segmentation Layer 185 (74%) 1,807 (64%)
After Classification Layer 183 (73%) 1,759 (63.2%)
False Positives 17,785 52,456

scallops that were at least 80 pixels horizontally and 60 pixels vertically away from the image502

boundaries were used. Scallops that were closer to the image boundaries were excluded as503

they were affected by severe vignetting effects caused by the strobe light on the auv; the504

boundaries become too dark (see Figure 3) to correct with standard vignetting correction505

algorithms. In addition, for scallops appearing near the image boundaries the orientation of506

the characteristic crescents are such that they blend in the dark image boundaries (see507

Figure 9(a)), and as a result, almost every object in the background in those locations would508

be mistakenly matched to a scallop. Manual counts performed in (Walker 2013) also used a509

similar criteria to exclude scallops that were only partially visible near the image boundaries.510

Table 4 shows the number of scallops that filter through each layer of the reported511

approach, and the respective percentage with respect to the number of (away from512

boundary) valid ground truth scallops (row 3 of Table 4) in the datasets. In dataset 1, which513

contains 1 299 images, the three-layer filtering results in a final 73% overall recall rate, while514

in dataset 2 that contains 8 049 images the overall recall rate is 63.2%. At this time it is still515

unclear what exactly resulted in the higher recall rate in the smaller dataset.516

To verify the effectiveness of the classification layer (Layer III) which depends on a517

customized template matching method, it was compared with a Support Vector518

Machine (svm) classifier that used a linear kernel. This svm was trained on the segmented519
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objects that were obtained from the segmentation layer (Layer II). This classifier was tested520

on the dataset containing 8 049 images (same dataset as seen Table 4) and it was found that521

the total number of scallops detected dropped to 48.5% (compared to 63.2% in our method).522

However the svm classifier was more effective in decreasing the false positives by roughly 3523

times. Finally, the template matching was favored over the svm classifier, because the524

priority in this work was to maximize the detection rate knowing that at this stage of525

development, some subsequent manual processing will anyway be necessary. In other words,526

this implementation leans towards maximizing true positives even at the expense of a large527

number of false positives.528

Discussion529

The three-layer automated scallop detection approach discussed here works on feature-poor,530

low-light imagery and yields overall detection rates in the range of 60–75% . At this juncture,531

it is important to consider and compare with other available reported scallop detection532

methods (Einar Óli Guòmundsson 2012; Dawkins et al. 2013) and draw any notable533

differences between them and the work presented here.534

In related work on scallop detection using underwater imaging (Dawkins et al. 2013),535

reported detection rates are higher, however one needs to stress that the initial imagery data536

is very different. Specifically, the data sets on which the algorithms (Dawkins et al. 2013)537

(see also (Dawkins 2011)) operated on exhibit much more uniform lighting conditions, and538

higher resolution, brightness, contrast, and color variance between scallops and background539

(see Figure 13). For instance, the color variation between the scallops and background data540

can be observed by comparing the saturation histogram shown in Figure 13. The histogram541

of scallop regions in our dataset is often identical to the global histogram of the image, or in542

other words, the background. On the other hand, the bimodal nature of the saturation543
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histogram of scallop regions in the Woods Hole dataset (Figure 13(c)) makes it easier to544

separate the foreground from the background.545

The striking differences between the nature and quality of imagery datasets in these546

two cases render the results technically incomparable. In particular, the detection algorithm547

reported in this paper relies heavily on the effect of auv strobe lighting on the collected548

images, that lets scallops cast characteristic shadows which are subsequently used as features.549

In contrast, such shadows do not appear around the scallops in the dataset of alternative550

approaches (Dawkins et al. 2013), because of the different lighting configuration of the551

HabCam system. In principle, however, with appropriate adjustment of the third layer of the552

reported algorithm (specifically, selecting different features based on the distinctive553

characteristics that the particular dataset offers) the approach described here can be adapted554

to be applicable to datasets collected using very different hardware.555

There are advantages in the reported approach compared to the scallop detection556

framework that uses a series of bounding boxes to cover the entire image (Einar Óli557

Guòmundsson 2012). The approach of this paper uses just 10 windows per image (as given558

by tdva), narrowing down the search space much faster. Although the choice of negative559

instances for the svm classifier of Einar Óli Guòmundsson (2012) still needs to be clarified,560

our reported classification layer can outperform an alternative svm in terms of detection561

rates. One should use caution when comparing with the detection rates of Einar Óli562

Guòmundsson (2012), since these were derived from a select dataset of 20 images and it is563

also not clear how they would generalize to larger datasets.564

Comments and Recommendations565

This work is a first step toward the development of an automated procedure for scallop566

detection, classification and counting, based on low resolution imagery data of the population567
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(a) (b) (c) Histogram of saturation values of
background (left) and cropped scallop
(right) from dataset in Dawkins et al.
(2013)

(d) (e) (f) Histogram of saturation values of
background (left) and cropped scallop
(right) from our dataset

Figure 13: Representative samples of different imagery data on which scallop detection
algorithms may be called to operate on. Figures 13(a) and 13(d), show an image containing
a single scallop from the dataset used by Dawkins et al. (2013) (used with permission from
the authors) and the datasets used in this paper respectively. A magnified view of a scallop
cropped from Figure 13(a) and 13(d) can be seen in Figures 13(b) and 13(e) respectively.
Figure 13(c) gives the saturation histogram of background or the complete image in Figure
13(a) to left and saturation histogram of Figure 13(b) to the right. Similarly, Figure 13(f)
gives the saturation histogram of Figure 13(d) to the left and saturation histogram of Figure
13(e) to the right. The bimodal nature of the scallop histogram in Figure 13(c) derived from
the dataset used in (Dawkins et al. 2013), clearly portrays the distinguishing appearance of
the scallop pixels from the rest of the image, making it easily identifiable. The datasets we
used did not exhibit any such characteristics (as seen in Figure 13(f)) to aid the identification
of scallops.
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partially concealed in its natural environment, and specifically under poor lighting and low568

contrast conditions. Under such conditions, the performance figures reported are deemed569

encouraging, but by no means perfect, and there is still room for further improvement.570

Compared to existing work along this direction, the approach reported in this paper can571

handle imagery data of much lower quality, and has potential for computational time savings,572

due to the targeted processing of image regions indicated by visual attention algorithms.573

Significant improvements in terms of detection and classification accuracy can be574

expected is in the context of pre-filtering and processing of raw image data. In the current575

auv setup, limited onboard memory availability makes it difficult to save raw image data and576

hence the images are compressed to JPEG format before being saved (raw images are much577

larger in size and contain more color and light information than compressed JPEG images).578

Some degree of light, color, and distortion correction (Dawkins et al. 2013) on the raw579

images before compression will improve classification results, particularly within the580

segmentation and template matching stages. Another possibility for improvement could be581

in the direction of reducing the number of false positives. There is a natural trade-off582

between the template matching threshold and the number of false positives which will583

penalize detection rates if the former is chosen too low. A specific idea to be explored,584

therefore, is that of cross-referencing the regions in which include positives against the585

original, pre-filtered data. These ideas are topics of ongoing and future work.586

In this implementation, generic off-the-shelf components for segmentation and template587

matching were used along with some novel problem-specific realization choices. Although588

there exist some low-level technical challenges associated with these component integration,589

there is also room for improvement in the implementation of these components themselves, in590

terms of computational efficiency. In the current implementation, the graph-cut based image591

segmentation component is taxing in terms of computation time, and this area is where592

computational improvements are likely to yield the largest pay-off. On the other hand, the593
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overall architecture is modular, in the sense that the segmentation and classification layers of594

the procedure could in principle be implemented using a method of choice, once appropriately595

interfaced with the neighboring layers and due to the fact that it allows retraining for other596

object detection problems with very different backgrounds or characteristic object features.597
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